WELCOME TO THE RESOURCE PACK FOR AESOP’S FABLES & OTHER TALES: A FABULOUS CONCERT OF FRENCH MUSIC

Funded by Language Acts and Worldmaking, a flagship project funded by the AHRC

This pack will equip you with activities to prepare the children for the concert.

The activities offer scope for cross-curriculum learning if desired and, most of the time, do not require any particular equipment or expertise. However, should you feel the need for some support in delivering any of these activities, please get in touch to discuss your needs (cbattarbee14@gmail.com). We will be happy to assist and come in for a workshop.

CONTENT

General
Concert Programme
Notes of composers
Texts and translations
Signing the fables & other useful resources

English
Writing and acting activities (sequencing a story, etymology & vocabulary (the language detective about cognates), narration vs dialogue)

French
The Language detective
Sound Lab games

Music
The Wolf and the Lamb Song
Notes on Composers

Arts
The Fables in Pictures (2 documents)